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Introduction 
 
Congratulations on your purchase of The Penthouse Roulette System. 
 
The Penthouse combines a simple but effective selection method with a very clever betting strategy to produce a 
powerful winning system. 
 
Read everything carefully. Practice on paper and then when you're ready go to the casino and play. Expect to win 9 
times out of 10 and never sabotage yourself by straying from the rules. 
 
You have a winning system. You made a winning decision when you purchased it. Now, put it into action and make 
yourself lots of money. 
 
The Penthouse is played on the dozens. As roulette may be new to you here's a brief description on how it's played with 
particular attention to the dozens. 
 
Roulette is played using a numbered wheel around which a ball is spun to determine 
 
1 
 

results. A table layout is used for betting. Bets are made with casino chips. These 
come in various denominations and can be purchased at the table. 
 
Roulette wheels contain 37 numbered pockets. One pocket is marked zero - this is the casinos number  
When it wins all other bets lose. 
 
The remaining pockets are numbered from 1 to 36 in a random manner. 
 
* A bet on the lst dozen covers the numbers 1 to 12. 
 
* A bet on the 2nd dozen covers the numbers 13 to 24. 
 
* A bet on the 3rd dozen covers the numbers 25 to 36. 
 
* Winning bets on the dozens are paid at odds of 2-1. 
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The Selection Plan 
 
This follows the trend of the wheel. The selection for each spin is always the same the most recent result. 
 
When the 1st dozen wins, the selection for the next spin is the 1st dozen. 
 
When the 2nd dozen wins, the selection for the next spin is the 2nd dozen. 
 
When the 3rd dozen wins, the selection for the next spin is the 3rd dozen. 
 
When zero wins, the selection for the next spin is the same as the result prior to the zero. 
 
Example: 
 
Result: 3rd Dozen(A)  
 
Result: 2nd Dozen(C)                     Bet: 3rd Dozen (B)  Loss 
Result: 2nd Dozen                           Bet: 2nd Dozen (D)                          Win 
Result: 3rd Dozen  Bet: 2nd Dozen Loss 
Result: 3rd Dozen  Bet 3rd Dozen Win 
Result: 2nd Dozen  Bet 3rd Dozen Loss 
Result: 1st Dozen                                 Bet 2nd Dozen                                  Loss 
Result: Zero                                                        Bet: 1st Dozen                                  Loss 
Result 1st Dozen                              Bet: 1st Dozen                                 Win 
Result: 2nd Dozen                            Bet: 1st Dozen                                 Loss 
 
Note: The first spin is won by the 3rd dozen (A). So the 3rd dozen becomes the selection for the second 
spin (B). The second spin is won by the 2nd dozen (C). And so the 2nd dozen becomes the selection for 
the third spin (D) and so on. 
 
Also notice that when zero won the selection for the next spin was the l st dozen which is the same as the 
result prior to zero.  
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The Betting Strategy 
 
The Penthouse is played with a bank of 45 units. These units can be any size you like from $5 
upwards (with the exception of Sydney where the minimum bet allowed on the dozens is $ 10). 
 
In the explanation and examples of the betting strategy that follows, a $10 betting unit has been 
used. 
 
When playing with a betting unit of $10 a bank of $450 is required (45 x $ 10 = $450). 
 
The betting series for a $ 10 unit is ... 
 
$10, $10, $10, $20, $20, $20$30, $30, $30, $40, $40, $40, $50, $50, $50. 
 
The first bet of the series is - 1 until you lose. You then move up the series one bet at a time until 
you win. When you win you circle the winning bet and cross off the two most recent losses in 
your series. Your next bet becomes the next one due in your new shortened series. 
 
For example let's say you encountered the following run of decisions ... 
 
L, L, L, W, L, L, L, L, L, W, W, L, W. 
 
Your series after each win would look like this ... 
 
$ 10, $10, $10, $20 
 
Here you can see that you have circled your first winner and crossed of your two most recent 
losses.  
The next bet due in your series is now the second $ 10. After your second win your series would 
look like this ... 
 
$10, $10, $10, $20 $10, $10, $20, $20, $20, $30 
 
Here you can see that you have circled your second winner and again crossed of your two most 
recent losses. The next bet due in your series is now the second $20. After your third win your 
series would look like this ... 
 
$ 10, $10, $10, $20, $10, $10, $20, $20, $20, $30, $20 
 
Here you can see that you have circled your third winner and again crossed of your two most 
recent losses. The next bet due in your series is now the third $ 10. After your fourth win your 
series would look like this ... 
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The Betting Strategy continued 
 
 
 
$ 10, $10, $10, $20 $10, $10, $20, $20, $20, $30 $20, $10, $20 
 
Here you can see that you have circled your fourth winner and again crossed off your two most 
recent losses the next bet due in your series is now the second $ 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Summary 
 
To this point you have had 13 bets in your series for 4 wins and 9 losses. You have bet a total of 
$90 on your 4 winners and been paid $180 ($90 bet at 2-1 equals $180). Deduct from this the 
$120 lost on the 9 losing bets and you have a net profit of $60 ($180 - $120 = $60). Not bad for 
about 20 minutes work. 
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Unit, Bank & Betting Series Table 
 
Unit $5 Bank $225 Betting Series ... 
 
$5,$5,$5,$10,$10,$10,$15,$15,$15,$20,$20,$20,$25,$25,$25. 
 
Unit $10 Bank $450 Betting Series ...  
 
$10,$10,$10,$20,$20,$20,$30,$30,$30,$40,$40,$40,$50,$50,$50 
 
Unit $15 Bank $675 Betting Series ... 
 
$15, $15, $15, $30, $30, $30, $45, $45. $45, $60, $60, $60, $75, $75, $75. 
 
Unit $20 Bank $900 Betting Series ...  
 
$20,$20,$20,$40,$40,$40,$60,$60,$60,$80,$80,$80,$100,$100,$100. 
 
Unit $25 Bank $1,125 Betting Series ... 
 
$25,$25,$25,$50,$50,$50,$75,$75,$75,$100,$100,$100,$125,$125,$125. 
 
Unit $30 Bank $1,350  Betting Series ... 
 
$30,$30,$30,$60,$60,$60,$90,$90,$90,$120,$120,$120,$150,$150,$150. 
 
Unit $40 Bank $1,800 Betting Series ... 
 
$40,$40,$40,$80,$80,$80,$120,$120,$120,$160,$160,$160,$200,$200, $200. 
 
Unit $50 Bank $2,250 Betting Series ... 
 
$50,$50,$50,$100,$100,$100,$150,$150,$150,$200,$200,$200,$250,$250, $250. 
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Chips 
 
 

Roulette is played with cash chips which can be used by anyone, or coloured chips which are exclusive to the 
person playing with them. When playing The Penthouse it's advisable to buy your chips in a colour to avoid any 
chance of a dispute over a winning bet 
 

Playing Bank 
 
   

As The Penthouse requires a playing bank of 45 times your betting unit, always be you have this amount with you 
when you go to play. For example if your unit is $ 10 be sure that you have $450 with you before you begin to play 
(45 x $10 = $450). 
 

Table Limits 
 
When playing The Penthouse your bets can range from 1 unit to 5 units, therefore it's important to select a table 
which can accommodate this betting range. For example if your betting unit is $25 be sure to select a table which 
allows a bet of $125 on the dozens ($25 x 5 = $125). 
 

When to Quit 
I suggest that you play to win 30 units at each session. Once you have this, quit for the day. The casino will still be 
there tomorrow. 
 
If you lose the 15th bet of your series, quit for the day. This doesn't happen often but when it does it's best to accept 
that it's just not your day and come back fresh another day. When this does happen your loss is often quite small as 
you will have generally done some winning prior to the loss of your betting series. 
 
 
 



 



Why casino executives fight mathematical gambling systems 

 

Casino Gambling Software: Baccarat, Blackjack, Roulette, Craps, Systems, Basic Strategy 

 

Software for Lottery, Lotto, Pick 3 4 Lotteries, Powerball, Mega Millions, Euromillions, 

Keno, Horse Racing, Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat, Sports Betting, Gambling, Probability, 

Odds, Statistics, Mathematics 

 

Download the Best Software for Lottery, Gambling, Lotto, Powerball, Mega Millions, 

Euromillions, Horse Racing, Blackjack, Roulette, Sports Betting, Probability, Statistics 
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